Subscriber Membership

Qualifications

- **Subscriber Members** are not grantmaking entities but individual or organizational donors, people with an interest in keeping abreast of state and national philanthropy, or grant and fundraising consultants.

Benefits

- Access to dedicated spaces featuring -
  - Grant/RFP opportunities
  - Philanthropic and nonprofit job openings
  - National, Member, and local Philanthropy news
  - Learning opportunities and events
- Search-level access to **SHARE Delaware**, the state’s first comprehensive database clearinghouse of nonprofits and their programs
- One custom-generated report per year from **Get on the Map**, a tool delivering up-to-date grantmaking data critical to understanding the funding landscape in Delaware
- One custom-generated report per year from **Policy Maps**, a resource for generating data using indicators from hundreds of sources including demographics, income, housing, health, and more
- Philanthropic consultative services
- Reduced registration rates and special sponsorship advantages for Philanthropy Delaware events
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